DON’T SOURCE
YOUR CARS THE
OLD WAY...

SOURCE THEM THE

STOCKWAVE
WAY.

In today’s market, margins are thin and competition is fiercer than
ever. You can’t afford to lose money on the inventory you buy at
auction — yet so many dealers still struggle to profit from their
wholesale buys. So how do you give up the age-old struggle and
start finding the profit at auction?
By sourcing the new way — with Stockwave.

THE NEW WAY
MAKES MORE MONEY

THE OLD WAY
WASTES MONEY

Stockwave shows you
high-profit-potential
wholesale inventory in a
single stream. You don’t
even see the cars you
can’t sell at a profit. Risk
goes out the window, and
profits go through the roof.

Risk is the name of the
game. With every buy, you
bite your nails — hoping for
the best.

STOCKWAVE HELPS IMPROVE FRONT-END
GROSS BY AS MUCH AS 25% PER UNIT

THE NEW WAY
GAINS TIME BACK

THE OLD WAY
WASTES TIME

Stockwave streamlines
and speeds up your path
to profit by saving your
searches and finding the
best buys for you, fast.
You gain back hours of
valuable time you can
now spend selling cars.

Just think of all the hours
you and your team have
spent — and sacrifices
you’ve made — searching
multiple auctions at
multiple locations.

STOCKWAVE SAVES DEALERS 90% OF
TIME SPENT PREPPING FOR AUCTION

THE NEW WAY
KEEPS YOU AGILE

THE OLD WAY
HAS NO FLEXIBILITY

Bring it on, auction.
When you source with
Stockwave, you’re ready
for surprise attacks and
disrupted plans. Even if
you don’t go home with
what you planned to buy,
you go home with cars
you can sell fast.

A lot happens at auction.
The best-laid plans can
unravel before your
eyes, leaving your team
scrambling for a solution
and shooting from the hip.

STOCKWAVE HELPS DEALERS INCREASE
RETAIL SALES BY OVER 10%

STOP SOURCING THE OLD WAY.
SAVE TIME, SELL MORE CARS AND
MAKE MORE MONEY BY SOURCING
THE STOCKWAVE WAY!
REQUEST A DEMO
stockwave.com • 888-365-1032

